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Abstract 

Nuclear reactors generate a highly intense :flux of electron-antineutrinos企omfission products through s" deca:ぁ
and a slight amount of electron-neutrinos伽 ougheither s+ decay or ele氾むoncapture. Neu住inoenergy spectra蹴

usually calculated by the s decay theory. Since the reactor neutrinos are emitted企oma great number of nuclides，也e
calculation requires a lot of level scheme of these nuclides. Nuclear data files， however， are available these days. It is 
possible to evaluate the elec佐on-antineutrino叩 d-neutrino spec仕afor a nuclear reactor on the basis of nuclear data 
files (JENDL-FP-Decay圃Data-File-2000，JENDL・3.3)1，2).
In the study， we consider s transition of 420 nuclides for elec位'On-antineutrinospectra and 120 nuclides for 

electron-neutrinos. We derive electrorトneutrino阻 d-antineu往inospec岡山 theenergy range of 10 keV to 8 MeV 
from nuclear data files.百lemethod gives good agreement with other studies for elec仕on・antineutrinospec住a.We 
show a simple method to estimate the reactor neu佐inospectra without complicated computation. 
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1 Introduction 
Typical radiations are gamma rays， neutrons， and other 

charged particles. Neutrinos are also included in radiations. 
There exist a great number of neutrinos， and their fluxes are 
1011~1012[s"lcm"2]3). The n印刷nos measurement and 

evaluation may become useful in engineering fields in 

fu旬re.
Neutrinos have no electric charge and make only weak 

interaction with quite small cross sections. It is an important 
theme to experimentally prove whether neutrino is massless 
or not. The evidence of the rest mass of neu仕inosis being 
obtained through the neutrino osci1lation phenomenon. 
Nuclear reactors serve as intense sources of electron 
-antineutrinos in such experiments on s巴archfor neutrino 
oscillations as in KamLAND4)ラ Chooze5)and Burgey6). The 

spectra of neutrinos are required for these experiments. The 
n印刷nosare emitted企omreactors by s transition of fission 

products (FPs). 
The s仕ansitionsemit radiations of either antineutrinos or 

neu出nostogether with s-rays i.e. electrons or positrons. 

x; → X~:1 +e一+Ye，

x;→xtl+e++Ve 

(1) 

(2) 

These neutrinos have continuous energy spectra. For 

obtaining these spectra theoretically， we should make the 
calculation by the s decay theory with information on a level 
scheme of a great number of nuclides7). Nuclear data files， 

however， are available these days. 
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JENDL-FP・Decay-Data圃File-2000is a data file evaluated 

in Japan.1) The file contains the decay data of 1229 FP 
nuclides from A=60 to 178， and includes decay data of 
half-lives， decay modes， Q values， branching ratios and 
average energy values of such radiations as s-rays， 
gamma-rays and alpha同rays.In addition， spec仕aldata on 

individual radiations including conversion elec仕onsand 

X-rays are separately given in the file. To compute neutrino 
spec仕a，we used the s-rays spectra of this data file. Unlike 
the case of antineutrinos， electron-neu仕inosoften have 

monochromatic spectra caused by electron cap同氏s(E.Cふ
We calculated these spec回 withthe Q values of E.C. The 
main fissile nuclides to yield FPs in a reactor are 235U， 238U， 
239pU and 241pU. For FP yields of th回 enuclides， cumulative 
FP yield data for the thermal ne耐 on(O.025e V) fission are 
selected in JENDL・3.3.These spectrum同 dataand yield-data 
enable us to readi1y compute the neutrino and antineutrino 
spectra from a reactor. 

II Neutrino Energy Spectra 

1 Neutrino Spectra from a Reactor 

In light water reactors (LWRs)， electron-antineutrinos and 
・neutrinosare emitted企oms" and s+ decay by FPs and 
radioactivated structural nuclides. 

Electron-antineutrinos from the s" decay of FPs form a 
f1ux， and are the main constituents of reactor neutrinos. In 
addition， radioactivated nuclides by (n，y) reaction either in 
structural or fuel elements emit electron-antineutrinos by the 

s" decay. The el即位on・・・antineutrinos企omthese elements 

have much lower fluxes than those仕omFPs， and they can 
be ignor巴:d.Electron四 neutrinos企omthe sャ decayor E.C. of 
FPs ar巳 consideredto have a lower yield than electron 

-antineutrinos， because the fission yield 'Of those unstable 

nuclides are very small of the order of 10-7 [fission"l]. In 
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con仕ast，electrorトneutrinosare generated from s+ decay and 

E.C. of nuc1ides produced by (n，2n) reactions in the 

structural elements， and their n巴utrinosspec回 ar巴 not

supposed to be ignored in calculation. 

For thes巴reasons，in the study， we computed two types of 

neu住inospectra. One is electron-antin印刷noand -neutrino 

spectrum企omthe W decay of FPs， and the other is 

electron-neu出noon巴仕omthe s+ decay and E.C. of FPs and 

st四 cturalelements. 

2 NeutrIno Spectra by Decay ofFP 

Neutrinos that are emitted from the s decay of FPs have 

contmuous energy sp即位a.The energy sum of s-ray and 

electron圃 antmeu仕inoor -n巴utrinois conserved， so that the 
n印刷noenergy Ev is given by subtraction of s-ray energy Es 

企omthemaximum s-ray energy EsMAx.: 

Ev =EsMAX-Eβ・ (3)

Electron-neu仕inosare emitted through E.C. as 

X;+e → X~-=-l +Ve 併)

The electron-neutrinos from E.C. have monochromatic 

energy of 

Ev = Q -2moc2 ， (5) 

where Q is the Q value of the decay and 1110 the mass of 
electron. 

The neutrino energy spectrum is obtained from the s-ray 

spectrum and the Q value using Eqs. (3) and (5). For 

obtaining s-ray spectra theoretically， w巴 shouldusually 

make the calculation by the s decay theory. Because 

hundreds of FPs nuclides are present in a reactor， the 
calculation requires a great number of detailed information 

on these FPs 7). In this s旬dy，we simply use the s-ray spectra 

and Q value of s transition in JENDL-FP-Decay-Data幽

File-2000. Then the neutrino and anti-neutrino energy 

spectra合omFPs are calculated by Eqs. (3) and (5). 

Calculating neutrino spec仕ain a nuclear reactor needs 

summation of neutrino spectra仕omall FP nuclides. Since 

th巴amountofyielded and decayed FPs are readily balanced， 
neu出nospectrum from FPs of a fissionable nuclide らs間 is

wntten as 

Sftssio仰=i)ffiら(砂 (6) 

FP 

where与isthe fission yield of FPs. 

In LWR， th巴 mainfissionable nuclides to yield FPs are 
235U， 238U， 239pU and 241pU. We calculated the neutrino 

spectra for these n山 lides.For 与 inEq. (6)， we田 edthe 

cumulative FP yield data for thennal neutrons (0.025 eV) in 
JENDL幽 3.3except 238U. For 238U， we utilized th巴 fission

yield for neutron energy of 1 Me V 

The burτling in LWR gives a typical fission fraction of 

individual fissionable nuclides as follows8): 

235U畳間on:58%， 
238U畳間on:7%， 

239PUfission: 30%， 
241pU古田on:5%. 
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The neu仕inospectra丘omreactors caused by FPs are 

obtained by summing individual spectra Sjission mu1tiplied by 
the fraction in Eq. (7) 

3 Electron幽 NeutrIl!lo Spectra Caused by Structural 

Elements 
A LWR consists of constituents such as a pressure vessel， 

control rodsラ coolants，and cladding tubes. The constituents 
are exposed to a high neutron flux of the order of 1013 

[cm九勺り TheAX(n，2nt.1X reaction is produced by 
neutrons. Nuclides ft-

1X generated by this reaction often 
emit elec仕on-neutrinosby the s+ decay. The (n，2吋reaction
has energy thresholds of6~14 MeV for s仕ucturalelements 2). 
Because n巴utrons emitt巴d 企om fission are quickly 
moderated to thennal neutrons， the most of (n，2吋reactions
take place near the fuel. To compute the el巴etron-neutrino
spectra， we considered the (n，2n) reaction at cladding tubes， 
負lelpel1ets and coolant. The number of atoms of coolant was 
estimated in the region around cladding tubes. Since most of 
the (n，2n) reaction takes place in this region， coolant outside 
th巴corewas not considered. 

For LWR such出 boilingwater reactor (BWR) and 

pressurized water reactor (PWR)， the typical size of a pellet 

and a cladding tube are listed in Table 1， and the 
composition and density are shown in Table 2. 

Table 1 Tシpicalsizes of a cladding tube and pellet. 

BWR PWR 

Outside radius [mm] 12.5 9.5 

Cladding 
Thickness [mm] 。圃863 0.572 

同b巴

Tube distance [mm] 16.25 12.6 

Pellet Radius [mm] 10.56 8.19 

Tabie 2 Composition and density of cladding tube and pellet. 

BWR PWR 
E1ement 

Zircaloy-2 Zircaloy-4 

Sn 1.5 
咽・咽・咽咽'町r・d咽，咽・咽・咽色咽

Cladding tube Ni 0.05 0.00 
・+・"‘・・・ー刊・，咽咽

Composition Cr 0.1 。‘1
[Weight%] 

唱司・咽目・・咽 ・・・・‘・

Fe 0.12 0.21 
唱・・園田‘・，園町r・・・・・・・+・咽ー・咽・

Zr 98.23 98.52 

Tube density [g/cm3] 6.5 

Pellet 
U 88.15 

....・・・+・・・...，....咽・ ・吋叫"“.....，..“凶・..，.，....日咽・咽・刷T・

[Weight %] O 11.85 

Pellet density [g/cm3] 10.96 
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The size， density and the composition of a c1adding tube 10 

and fuel pellet give the number ratio RN ofAX to 235U as 

RN=λ弘lNu， (8) 

where Nx and Nu are the number ofAX and 235U nuc1ides per 
unit length， respectively. A value Rs is defined as 

Rσ=σxパ''u， (9) 

where σx is the cross section of the AX(n，2nt-1X r巴action

and σ'u is that of 235U fission. The yield of A-1X per fission of 
235U， Yx;， is given as 

む=RN'Rσ， 、‘，ノhu
 

t
-〆，.、、

The spectrum of e1ectron閏neutrinos企omstructural elements 

is expressed by 

ら(劫=玄5品(か
1
・ノ

1
1
 

1
1
 

/・、
X 

where Sx is the electron-neutrino spectrum for the decay of 
radioactive nuc1ide l¥-lX. 

We computed the electron駒neutrinospectra by Eq. (11). 
For cross section in Eq. (9)， we took cross sections at)OO K 
averaged over the neutron spectrum in the reactorlO). The 
neu出noenergy spectra for Q， Fe， Cr and Ni were obtained 
企omtheoretical calculation7f because JENDLJP-Decay" 
Data-File-2000 has no data ofthese light nuclides. 

III Calculation Results 

The calculated energy spectrum of electron-antineutrino 

for 235U fission by thermal neu仕onsis shown in Fig. 1 by a 

solid line. Circular marks indicate the antineutrino 

spectruml1)， which was evaluated from トrayspectra 

measured by Feilitzsch et alY) Figure 1 also presents仕le
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Fig.3 Neutrino spectra企omFPs and constituents elements 
in aLWR. 

spectrum calculated by Ishimoto et al. 7) by a dotted line， 
which was theoretically evaluated by田巴 ofthe s decay 
theory with individual s decay information such as Q values 
and branching ratios in nuc1ear data files. In Fig. 1， the 
present result is in good agreement with other studies. With 

the same method， we calculated the electron-antineutrino 
and -neutrino energy spectra斗ISSionformu，mpu，and 241pu 

fission. The spectra斗issionand the fission企actionofEq. (6) 

gave neutrino spectra for LWR as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 

The electron-antin印刷nospectrum is plotted by a bold solid 

line. In Fig. 2， experimental spectrum by Kopeikin et al.8) is 

plotted by the dash同 dott巴dline which was obtained 合om

measurement of the neutrino spectrum above 2 MeV， and 
from summation of the allowed s decays of all FPs below 
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Th巴totalneutrino spectra企omPWR are shown in Fig. 4 

and that企omBWR are pr巴:sentedin Fig. 5. One c姐 see

合omthese figures that the elec仕on-neutrino'sen巴rgyfrom 

LWR is lower than 4 MeV， and that the intensity is lower 
than electron引 ltineu紅白1O'Sone by about seven orders of 

magnitude. For a reactor of 3 GWt， the el巴ctron回neutrino

flux is巴:stimatedto be about 105 [cm九-1]at location 25 m 

apart from the core. The elec甘on-n巴utrinoflux 合oms+ 
decay of 8B in the sun is 106 [cm九-1]in the energy range of 
0.5~8 MeV on the ground3， 13). The electron-neutrinos from 

LWR are in a similar lev巴1to that from the sun. 

圏園田置圃 Antineutrino spec加IDl
叩 01..醐 抽 Neuなinospec住斑nPh L i 
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We calculated elec仕on恒 antineutrinoand -neutrino spec回

for BWR and PWR by a simple method on the basis of the 

nuclear data files. The computed electron・antineutrino

spectrum from 235U fission is in good agreement with 

experimental data and other calculated spec仕a. The 

agreement shows the validity ofトrayspectra of nuclear data 

files. We computed the neutrino spectra from s+ decays and 
E.C of radioactive structural elements. These neu仕inofluxes 

are lower by about s巴venorders of magnitude than those of 
antineutrinos. 
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Fig. 5 Neutrino spectra企omBWR

2 Me V by Vogel et al.12) The spectrum that we calculated is 

in good agreement with other studies. The agreement in Figs. 

1 and 2 be制reenthe present calculation and measured 

spectra shows the validity of s-ray spectra of nuclear data 

files. In Fig. 3， the electron-neutrino spectrum is drawn by a 

dotted line. Sharp peaks in this sp即位班nare ascribed to 

monochromatic neutrinos企omE.C. The electron-neutrino 
energy spectra from constituents for PWR and BWR were 

calculated by Eq. (3). The neutrino sp巴ctra企omPWR are 

shown in Fig. 3 by a solid line. Figll.re 3 indicates that most 
of the electron-neutrinos from reactors are produced by the 

s+ decay and E.C. of constituents. 
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